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On behalf of the Board of Cemetery Trustees of Greater Victoria, 
I am delighted to provide you with an update on the operations 
of Royal Oak Burial Park over the 2016 calendar year.

Following almost twenty years of leadership, Stephen Olson 
retired at the end of the year leaving behind a proud legacy of 
compassion and professionalism at the Burial Park. The Board is 
grateful to Stephen for the culture of care and service excellence 
that he instilled at the Burial Park – reputational qualities for which we are widely recognized 
by the families we serve, and throughout the bereavement industry. To enshrine these values 
and move forward, the Board has welcomed Crystabelle Fobler to Royal Oak Burial Park as the 
new Executive Director. Crystabelle comes to us from one of the largest municipal cemetery 
organizations in Canada, Hamilton Municipal Cemeteries. Crystabelle’s transition to the burial park 
has been seamless. Her vast experience in all aspects of management and bereavement service, 
and her inclusive leadership style have been warmly and enthusiastically welcomed. 

As a full-service burial and cremation remembrance provider, we consistently provide respectful 
services for our client families. In 2016, to address our diminishing supply of full casket burial  
plots, we commenced development of a new section of the cemetery, known as section T.  
This beautiful expansion will add 964 burial plots and 229 cremation lots to our inventory. 
Completion is expected by early summer. 

Royal Oak Burial Park is one of the largest cemeteries in Western Canada, and is the only not-for-
profit, community-owned burial park and cremation memorial facility in the Victoria region. This is 
a unique point of difference for families and individuals planning for the future or coping with the 
recent loss of a loved one. We consistently provide helpful, honest and accurate information in a 
respectful, kind and comforting environment. 

The business of the Burial Park proudly operates without any municipal subsidies. A portion of our 
revenue is invested in a “Perpetual Care Reserve Fund” dedicated to future maintenance costs 
to ensure long-term sustainability once the Burial Park reaches capacity. This fund underwent a 
thorough review in 2015, and is monitored on a regular basis. Today only 78 acres of the park’s 
135 acre expanse have been developed. While approximately 17 acres have been cleared for 
development as needed, the rest remains forested landscape. Plans call for about 25 acres to 
remain in a natural state forever. 

I have had the privilege of acting as Chair for the Board for more than 10 years, and I have 
very much enjoyed the interaction with the employees of the Burial Park, and with my Board 
colleagues. I thank the City of Victoria and the District of Saanich, our municipal owners, for  
their confidence in our stewardship of the Royal Oak Burial Park. 

Richard (Dick) Tuckey, Chair
Board of Cemetery Trustees of Greater Victoria

Message from the Chair, 
Board of Cemetery Trustees 
of Greater Victoria 
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Message from the 
Executive Director 
It is with gratitude and pleasure that I present the 2016 Annual 
Report of Royal Oak Burial Park, Crematorium and Mausoleum.

Royal Oak Burial Park (ROBP) enjoyed a successful and 
productive year delivering on operational and administrative 
plans while progressing with new cemetery development to 
increase burial choices and inventory.

Stephen Olson, ROBP’s long-serving and well-respected 
Executive Director retired after almost 24 years of service in 
November, 2016 and following a thorough and comprehensive 
search, I was hired to assume the leadership at ROBP bringing with me over 20 years of cemetery 
operations management in Ontario. As this is my first endeavor to present the Annual Report, 
I welcome the opportunity to share some additional insight into your municipal cemetery and 
illuminate some of the important and tender connections that your municipality has with its citizens.

Staff:
As a newcomer to ROBP and Victoria, I am immensely impressed by the incredible group of 
individuals who work together as a cohesive team providing a high level of compassionate care 
and service to the community. This is not just a job for many of them, it is much more, and you can 
see it in the way in which they treat each person with respect and dignity whether on the phone or 
in person.

Working in the bereavement industry is not for everyone. ROBP stands out within the industry 
across the country. ROBP employees bring to the business a high level of emotional intelligence, 
they are kind and compassionate while gently guiding families calmly and patiently through one of 
life’s most important and challenging experiences. These human qualities are the foundation of a 
successful business model where we are all working together, continually striving for and looking 
for better ways to serve our families.

Customer Service:
The Board of Cemetery Trustees of Greater Victoria (the Board) should be commended for their 
understanding of the unique delivery of customer service in the bereavement industry. They 
have long encouraged a more flexible and caring approach to servicing grieving families in 
our community; and the success of this unique brand of customer service offered at ROBP has 
positioned this community cemetery as a leader in the industry, and well-placed to meet and 
exceed the needs of families now and well into the future.

New Developments: Section T Phase III:
The Board’s future vision for ROBP came to be realized with the spring 2016 ground-breaking 
of an expansion development (Section T). This is an area that will offer the community additional 
interment options including a new burial option in the form of double-depth burials. A “double-
depth burial” consists of a grave that accommodates two traditional casket burials – the first burial 
at the lower level (8-ft) and the second burial, on top. This is an ideal concept for people who do 
not wish to be cremated and are not fully committed to “green burial”. These families are seeking 
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a more traditional burial with a personalized memorial, yet are environmentally-conscious and wish 
to leave behind a smaller footprint. This is a new concept for Victoria, but quite common in other 
parts of Canada, and quickly becoming popular here with many people expressing their interest in 
the area as their final resting place.

The opening of this new development was originally scheduled for the end of 2016, however, 
the weather was uncooperative resulting in delays. The rain-soaked months of October and 
November as well as the snow and freezing conditions in December places the new official 
opening to early summer, 2017.

Work continues and interest is building in the community. Section T Phase 3 was unveiled to  
the community at our 8th Annual Summer So(u)lstice on June 17, 2017.

Care & Services provided:
In 2016, we provided a wide range of care and services to over 5,000 families, both in a formal 
(contract) and informal (information only) way. In addition to burial and cremation services, and 
ongoing maintenance, ROBP provides the following services to the community:

• Genealogy information and helping families locate the site

• Management of seasonal tributes

• Floral tributes (acceptance of delivery and ensuring placement on grave)

• Counselling: providing information on what to do when someone dies (who to call/where to go)

• Chapel service arrangements

• Archival information on death registrations 

• Marker photos

• Placement of crosses on each and every (known) Veteran’s Grave every November 11;  

and removal & storage of crosses after Remembrance Day

• Facilitating the opening of the mausoleum to allow families to place mementos or  

photographs of their loved one in their niche and spend some time in quiet contemplation

• Levelling memorials as required

• Little Spirits Garden – annual vigil

• Annual Summer So(u)lstice

• And finally, but most importantly, providing an ear…listening to families’ stories.

Most of these services are offered free of charge and allow families to be introduced to ROBP 
before our services are needed, which can provide a level of comfort and familiarity when our 
services are needed or when deciding to pre-plan.

ROBP’s sales of products and services continued to experience consistent growth in 2016 with 
cremation services steadily rising.
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Audit and Financial Statement Review:
Our annual audit review, conducted by Grant Thornton, was recently presented to the Board of 
Cemetery Trustees of Greater Victoria. A copy of the signed and endorsed Financial Statement is 
attached to this document. 

Some highlights from the Audit presentation included:

• Care Fund contributions from 2016 sales was $371K

• Care Fund interest and dividend income earned from investments was $342K

• The 2016 Financial Statement reflects an “unrealized gain” of $269K showing on the Care 

Fund investment portfolio as at December 31, 2016

• The PreNeed Trust Fund had a 2016 contribution of $222K from the sale of PreNeed goods  

and services

Reconciliation of combined revenue, expense and fund allocations show that ROBP works 
diligently and responsibly to continue to operate on a fully self-funded basis without subsidy  
from municipal shareholders.

I would like to thank the staff (both Administration & Operation) for their hard work and 
commitment as well as the Board of Cemetery Trustees of Greater Victoria for their guidance 
and unwavering support for ROBP. The 2016 Annual Report speaks to the successful business 
operation of ROBP. Each day we are reminded of our role and significance through the families – 
your citizens – whom we proudly serve.

In closing, I wish to share a quote that has been part of my 20+ years as a cemeterian. It is 
something I very much believe in and it sums up the kinship and passion I’ve seen staff exhibit in 
serving the community of Victoria. The quote is attributed to Prime Minister Gladstone of Great 
Britain: “Show me the manner in which a community cares for its dead and I will measure with 
mathematical exactness the tender sympathy of its people, their respect for the laws of the land 
and their loyalty to high ideals”. 

Thank you for taking the time to learn more about your community cemetery, Royal Oak Burial Park. 
I’d welcome the privilege of meeting you and touring the cemetery should you have time. ROBP 
holds the precious and proud histories of families throughout the Capital Region – and it serves as 
a comforting sanctuary for thousands of visitors each year who come seeking peace and a beautiful 
place to remember.

Crystabelle B. Fobler
Executive Director
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Royal Oak Burial Park is the largest municipal cemetery in British Columbia! It was established 
in the early 1920s by the District of Saanich and the City of Victoria. The park officially opened 
for business in 1923 with the first interment of Florence Mary Johns taking place on November 
30, 1923. By the end of 2016, almost 75,000 people have been interred at Royal Oak Burial Park 
(ROBP) including five (5) premiers as well as provincial, federal and municipal politicians, hockey 
stars, business leaders, war veterans, entertainers and many more.1 We acknowledge and respect 
the Lekwungen and WSÁNEĆ peoples and their ancestors, on whose traditional territory the Royal 
Oak Burial Park stands today; their historical relationship with the land lives on.

1 Royal Oak Burial Park, A History and Guide – Dave Obee 

A Long and Illustrious History 
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ROBP is operated on a not-for-profit, full cost 
recovery model. Since the beginning to the 
present day, ROBP does not receive any 
stakeholder taxpayer subsidy for operations 
and maintenance. All facets of ROBP 
operations, maintenance and development 
are fully self-funded from revenues generated 
through the sale of lots, delivery of service and 
income generated from the care funds.

The largest 
municipal cemetery 
in British Columbia!
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Forested areas, 
natural paths and 
trails, flowers, 
gardens, lawns  
and trees.

The Grounds 

Royal Oak Burial Park was designed for  
the living and the dead with forested 
areas, natural paths and trails, flowers, 
gardens, lawns and trees. Visitors to  
Royal Oak Burial Park (ROBP) are treated to 
picturesque views of the surrounding area 
and the Olympic Mountains in the distance. 
ROBP consists of 135 acres of beautiful 
gardens, indigenous forest and wetlands. 
Approximately 78 acres are landscaped 
and developed for cemetery use which 
includes the provision for traditional 
(casket) and cremation interments and 
almost 53 acres exists in its “natural” state 
and is comprised of woodlands, wetlands 
and water courses (i.e., Haliburton Creek).
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The Crematorium
In 1937, the trustees overseeing the Burial 
Park looked into the future, saw a need 
and made the decision to open up a 
crematorium. The first on Vancouver Island, 
the cornerstone of the business today is 
the crematorium. With the cremation rate 
on Vancouver Island at 90% and growing, 
the highest in Canada, it can be said, the 
trustees were quite insightful. ROBP is one 
of only three (3) businesses (First Memorial, 
Sands and Royal Oak Burial Park) offering 
cremation services in the Capital Region. 

The crematorium, along with a Garden 
Chapel is housed in a beautiful building, 
designed by Charles Watkins. Today, our 
chapel is considered to be one of the 
finest examples of Art Deco architecture 
on Vancouver Island. In 1997, the building 
was recognized as an Historic Place of 
British Columbia and was included in 
the Saanich Heritage Registry as having 
significant heritage value. The Garden 
Chapel continues to be utilized by families 
and the Park for Memorial Services and 
celebrations. It is a very unique and 
intimate place to honour loved ones.  
Since its inception to the end of 2016,  
over 92,000 people have been cremated 
at Royal Oak.

It is a very unique 
and intimate 
place to honour 
loved ones.
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The Mausoleum
The Mausoleum, built in 1996 is the only 
community mausoleum on Vancouver 
Island. The building is beautiful and enjoys 
daily visits from families and guests. 
The Mausoleum also features incredible 
acoustics and is utilized for performances 
during celebrations.

For a community that is currently most 
interested in cremation, the Mausoleum 
sees its share of steady business, both 
with traditional crypt interments (preferred 
by some cultural and religious groups 
including Orthodox and Catholics), and 
niche interments of cremated remains. 
The Portuguese Catholic congregation at 
Our Lady of Fatima, celebrates a memorial 
mass in the Mausoleum every November, 
which is always very well attended. We are 
exploring ways to better serve our multi-
cultural communities.
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We are exploring 
ways to better serve 
our multi-cultural 
communities.
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Green Burial is the 
way in which people 
cared for their 
deceased loved ones 
through the ages.

Green Burial
The first of its kind in Canada, ROBP’S 
innovative Green Burial option has 
captured national attention. Green 
Burial is the way in which people cared 
for their deceased loved ones through 
the ages. In order to qualify for burial 
in The Woodlands area at ROBP, a 
body must not be embalmed and we 
require either a biodegradable casket 
or shroud that is buried directly in the 
ground. Communal stones with simple 
inscriptions are used to commemorate 
interments rather than grave markers. 
In keeping with our commitment to this 
natural process, plantings in this area 
feature only indigenous plants, shrubs 
and trees. Reforestation is encouraged as 
graves are designed to integrate into the 
natural landscape and contribute to the 
environmental sustainability of the eco-
system. This concept is beginning to gain 
popularity in other parts of Canada and the 
US with more and more cemeteries either 
developing or have future plans to develop 
Green Burial opportunities – all based on 
the Royal Oak Burial Park concept.
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Little Spirits Garden
ROBP offers several initiatives that are 
unique and very community-minded; none 
so precious perhaps as the Little Spirits 
Garden, a special location at one of the 
higher points of the cemetery dedicated 
to young lives and to the parents who 
have experienced the painful loss of an 
infant or a pregnancy. Known for its pine 
trees, windchimes, messages of love and 
remembrance, and little house dedications, 
parents can seek connection alone in their 
grief, or in community. Each year, we host 
a celebration of these ‘little spirits’ that is 
coordinated by a group of parents.

Messages of love 
and remembrance.
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The Board
On March 16, 1922, the Corporation of the 
District of Saanich and the City of Victoria 
established the Board of Cemetery Trustees 
of Greater Victoria. The Board is comprised 
of six (6) members who are appointed 
by the Mayor and Council: 3 from each 
founding stakeholder, for 3-year terms. 
Board appointments may be renewed, at the 
discretion of the appointing municipality, for 
additional terms.

The Board is charged with and responsible 
for the development, operation, administration 
and long-term maintenance of Royal Oak 
Burial Park. 

ROBP operates as a not-for-profit 
organization under a user pay full cost 
recovery model and receives no stakeholder 
taxpayer subsidy for development, 
operations, administration or maintenance.

The Board and the Burial Park and all 
operations relating to the operation of 
cemeteries, are governed by the Cremation, 
Interment and Funeral Services Act and 
Regulations and the Business Practices and 
Consumer Protection Act and Regulations, 
BC. These acts and regulations are 
administered and enforced by the  
Consumer Protection Authority of BC.
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Current Board Members
District of Saanich Appointees: 
Richard (Dick) Tuckey, Chair 
Lois Toms
Paul Taylor

City of Victoria Appointees: 
Christopher (Chris) Lawless, Vice-Chair
Councillor Marianne Alto
Kathi Springer
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Our People
The Team at ROBP consists of 18 full-time staff who maintain and provide services at the 
Burial Park and, in the summer months, we add up to four (4) seasonal workers to provide 
additional grounds assistance.

Our Administration Section is comprised of: Lenora MacLeod, Family Service Counsellor and 
Marty Shatzko, Accounting, Records & Family Service Officer and Susan McMullen, Family 
Service Administrative Support Officer. We are joined by Wendy Foster on a part-time basis 
to review our financial records. 

Lenora MacLeod 
Family Service Counsellor

Marty Shatzko 
Accounting, Records & 
Family Service Officer

Susan McMullen
Family Service Administrative 
Support Officer
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Our Operations Section 
includes a lead hand, gardeners, 
equipment operators, ITA certified 
cremationist, a stonemason and 
general service staff. The team, 
excluding management, are 
members of CUPE Local 50. 

The management team includes 
a Director of Grounds Operations 
(Ilan Highton), a Manager of Client 
Services and Administrative 
Operations (Lorraine Fracy) and  
me, Executive Director.
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Favourite Memory of 2016

“Summer So(u)lstice: the 
continued connection for 
families.”  

“So many beautiful people 
connections to validate what 
we do is GREAT.” 

~ Lorraine Fracy

“The day I started with 
Royal Oak, and I’ve loved 
every minute of it since.” 

~ Lenora McLeod

“Summer So(u)lstice and 
the Little Spirits Vigil in 
the Fall.”

~ Susan McMullen

“November of 2016, I did 
20,000 cremations since I have 
been at the Crematorium.” 

~ Brian Nickels
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“One of the memories that 
stands out for me was when I 
was mowing and a man was in 
visiting his wife’s grave. I got 
talking to him and he started 
to cry telling me about his wife. 
I put my hand on his shoulder 
and then he put his arm around 
my shoulder and thanked me.” 

~ Kevin Trenholm

“Snow.” 

~ Marty Shatzko
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2017 – Events in the Burial Park

Sunday, May 14, 2017
“Mother’s Day”  
9:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.
In honour of mother’s everywhere 
ROBP distributed carnations to the 
first 500 people who visited the park. 
The carnations were white and pink, 
the traditional colours for mothers, 
those who remain in our hearts and 
memories (white) and those who are 
still with us (pink).

Saturday, June 17, 2017
8th Annual So(u)lstice
The 8th Annual Summer So(u)lstice 
offered the community a wonderful 
way to honour loved ones, enjoy 
the beauty and history of our park 
and spend time outdoors. This 
year, the event featured live music, 
poetry, a vintage car display and 
the unveiling of our new section.
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October, 2017 
Little Spirits Vigil
A celebration of “little spirits” 
organized by a group of parents.

November, 2017
Our Lady of Fatima 
Annual Memorial Mass
Annual memorial mass in 
celebration of All Saints Day 
& All Souls Day observances.
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Board of Cemetery Trustees of Greater Victoria

Financial Statements
Year Ended December 31, 2016
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“Keep up the good work 
you do for the community…” 

~ Gordon

“Your compassion, 
intuition combined with 
professionalism is a rare gift.” 

~ Myra

“Thank you for your 
kind, compassionate and 
completely present way in 
helping us move through 
such an intense experience.”

~ Paula



“…there are no words to 
express adequately how 
much you mean to us. You 
have taken care of our 
‘hearts’ for so long and 
ROBP feels like a part of 
“coming home.” 

~ Sue & Phil

“Thank you.” 

~ Heartfelt from Scott 
on Mother’s Day
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